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Abstract—The
recent
developments
in
wireless communication techniques, mobile cloud
computing, and other storage technologies has
led to a growing new trends of cyber-attacks on
networks and industry. Frequent data breaches in
most companies raises questions about the
effectiveness of the private sector and
governments’ information security. There is
therefore the need to enhance cyber-security
technologies for networks and emerging
applications in recent years. This paper is a
survey that details new development in cyber
security and networks. Our discussions will focus
on new developments in Cyber Security for Smart
Grid
Distribution
Networks,
analysis
of
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems, description of Cyber-Physical
Systems against Stealthy Deception Attacks,
analysis of Gordon-Loeb Model as well as present
recent cyber-security breaches and proposed
policies for securing Information
Keywords— Cyber security; Deception attacks;
Information security; Smart grid; SCADA.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cyber security is the collection of tools, policies,
security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines,
risk management approaches, actions, training, best
practices, assurance and technologies that can be
used to protect the cyber environment and
organization and user’s assets. Organization and
user’s assets include connected computing devices,
personnel, infrastructure, applications, services,
telecommunications systems, and the totality of
transmitted and/or stored information in the cyber
environment[1-4]. Cyber security breaches inflict costs
to consumers and businesses. The possibility also
exists that a cyber security breach may shut down an
entire critical infrastructure industry, putting a nation’s
whole economy and national defense at risk.[5]
Hence, the issue of cyber security investment has
risen to the top of the agenda of business and
government executives. Cyber security strives to
ensure the attainment and maintenance of the
security properties of the organization and user’s
assets against relevant security risks in the cyber
environment. The general security objectives
comprise the following: Availability, Integrity, which
may include authenticity and non-repudiation and
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Confidentiality.[6, 7] It is against this back drop that
we deliberate on a survey on New Development in
Cyber Security and Networks. The structure of the
paper is as follows, Section II discusses new
development in Cyber-security for Smart Grid
Distribution Networks and Cyber Security of Smart
Grid Model. Section III briefly explains Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems.
Cyber-Physical Systems against Stealthy Deception
Attacks is presented in section IV. Section V
describes the Cyber security investment using the
Gordon-Loeb Model; Section IV gives a highlight of
some recent security breaches in the US. Policies for
Securing Information are present in section VII.
Section VIII concludes the survey
II.
CYBER
SECURITY
DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
A.

FOR

SMART

GRID

Smart Grid communication system

New trends in the power industry indicate
integration of electrical distribution system with
communication networks that form bidirectional power
and information flow infrastructure, which is called a
smart grid [8-11]. The integration not only moves
power automation systems from outdated, proprietary
technology to the advanced communication
technologies, but also changes the closed power
control systems to the public data networks. By
adding significant new functionality, distributed
intelligence, and state-of-the-art communication
capabilities to the power grid, the smart grid
infrastructure can be more efficient, more resilient,
and more affordable to manage and operate[12].
However, it brings not only great performance benefit
to the power industry, but also tremendous risks as
well as arduous challenges in protecting the smart
grid systems from cyber security threats[9].
Considering the vast scale of a smart grid, it is
reasonable to expect that the cumulative vulnerability
of the smart grid communication system might also be
vast. Virtually all parties agree that the consequences
of a smart grid cyber security breach can be
enormous.
New functions such as demand response introduce
significant new cyber-attack vectors such as a
malware that initiates a massive coordinated and
instantaneous drop in demand, potentially causing
substantial damage to distribution, transmission,
and even generation facilities [13].
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A typical smart grid communication system is a
horizontal integration of one or more regional control
centers, with each center supervising the operation of
multiple power plants and substations. A smart grid
communication system has a layered structure and
performs data collection and control of electricity
delivery. A regional control center typically support
metering system, operation data management, power
market operations, power system operation and data
acquisition control. Substations contain Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs), circuit breaker. Human
Machine Interfaces (HMIs), communication devices
(switches, hubs, and routers), log servers, data
concentrators, and a protocol gateway. Intelligent
Electronic Device (IEDs) are field devices, including
an array of instrument transducers, tap changers,
circuit re-closers, phase measuring units (PMUs), and
protection relays[13].
B.

Cyber Security of Smart Grid Model

The diagram below shows that smart grids consist
of four components: Generation, Transmission,
Distribution and Consumption. In the consumption
component, customers use electric devices (e.g.,
smart appliances, electric vehicles), and their usage of
electricity will be measured by an enhanced metering
device, called a smart meter. The smart meter is one
of the core components of the advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) [14]. The meter can be collocated
and interact with a gateway of a home-area network
(HAN) or a business-area network (BAN).[15] For
simple illustration, we denote a smart meter in the
figure as a gateway of a HAN. A neighbor-area
network (NAN) is formed under one substation, where
multiple HANs are hosted. Finally, a utility company
may leverage a wide-area network (WAN) to connect
distributed NANs.

III.
SUPERVISORY CONTROL
(SCADA) SYSTEMS

AND

DATA ACQUISITION

SCADA systems for power networks are
complemented by a set of application specific
software, usually called energy management systems
(EMS)[16-19] Modern EMS provides information
support for a variety of applications related to power
network monitoring and control. The power network
state estimator (SE) is an on-line application which
uses redundant measurements and a network model
to provide the EMS with an accurate state estimate at
all times. The SE has become an integral tool for
EMS, for instance for contingency analysis (CA)
which, based on the state estimate, identifies the most
severe consequences in case of hypothetical
equipment outages[19]. SCADA systems collect
measurement data from remote terminal units (RTUs)
installed in various substations, and relay aggregated
measurements to the central master station located at
the control center.
Several cyber-attacks on SCADA systems
operating power networks have been reported, and
major blackouts, such as the August 2003 Northeast
U.S. blackout, are due to the misuse of the SCADA
systems. Using intelligent communications, load
shedding can be implemented so that peak demand
can be flattened, which reduces the need to bring
additional (expensive) generation plants online. Using
information systems to perform predictive analysis,
including when wind and solar resources will produce
less power, the utilities can keep power appropriately
balanced. As new storage technologies emerge at the
utility scale, incorporation of these devices will
likewise benefit from intelligent demand prediction.
Last, the ability for consumers to receive and respond
to price signals will help them manage their energy
costs, while helping utilities avoid building additional
generation plants[15]. With all these approaches, the
smart grid enables a drastic cost reduction for both
power generation and consumption. Dynamic pricing
and distributed generation with local generators can
significantly reduce the electricity bill. Fig. 2(a) shows
how to use electricity during off-peak periods when
the price is low. Conversely, Fig. 2(b) shows load
shedding during peak times and utilization of energy
storage to meet customer demand.

Fig. 1 A cyber security view of smart grid
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in[27]. Some papers also proposed the security
indices or vulnerability conditions which allow the
attacker to perform an elaborate deception attack[28,
29]
V.
CYBER SECURITY
GORDON-LOEB MODEL
A.

Fig. 2 (a) and Fig2 (b) respectively show the Power
usage during off-peak time period. And Power usage
during peak time period
IV.
CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
DECEPTION ATTACKS

AGAINST

STEALTHY

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) consists of both
logical elements such as embedded computers and
physical elements connected by communication
channels such as Internet. Cyber-Security is one of
the major concerns for many CPSs [9][20, 21]. The
methods proposed to solve the cyber security problem
for CPSs can be categorized into two classes:
information security which is mainly focused on
encryption and data security, and secure control
theory which studies how cyber-attacks affect the
control systems’ physical dynamics[22]. The safety
tools only using information security are not sufficient
for secure control of CPSs because they cannot
describe the system’s macro-behavior. Therefore,
they should be complemented with secure control
theory. Secure control theory is based on an attack
model, which is a challenging task due to the
uncertain and erratic nature of cyber-attacks. Various
cyber-attack models for CPSs can be summarized as
two kinds:

The first model, Denial of Service (DOS)
attacks refer to obstructing the communication
between networked agents. Those attacks can jam
the communication channels; attack the routing
protocols, etc. As a countermeasure, provides a
secure control scheme in the presence of DOS
attacks. Another research group applied the game
theoretic approach to achieve a robust and resilient
control against DOS attacks[22, 23]

A deception attack which is the second kind of
attack model represents the injection of false
information from sensors or controllers.
In this attack, the attacker can obtain the secret
key or compromise some cyber elements in order to
falsify the data [24-26]. This kind of attack has mainly
been studied in the electric power distribution
application and some other applications can be found

INVESTMENT

USING

THE

Economics of Information Security

With economic activity and national defense
heavily and increasingly dependent on networked
computer systems, cyber security issues continue to
draw increasing attention by the media, as well as by
executives at the highest levels of government,
industry, and nonprofit organizations. A key reason for
this increasing attention on cyber security issues by
governments around the world is the eminent threat
posed by cyber security breaches to a nation’s
national defense and the nation’s economic
strength[5].
Firms in the private sector of many countries own a
large share of critical infrastructure assets. Hence,
cyber security breaches in private sector firms could
cause a major disruption of a critical infrastructure
industry (e.g., delivery of electricity), resulting in
massive losses throughout the economy, putting the
defense of the nation at risk. Moreover, the cyber
security activities of a given firm affect not only the
probability of that firm suffering a cyber security
breach, but also the probability that other firms (and
individuals) suffer cyber security breaches. As one
example, consider a firm that is not adequately
protected against malware that infects the firm’s
computer system and, although undetected, use that
firm’s computer as part of a botnet to attack other
firms. Since there is no practical way for a firm to be
made liable for the entirety of losses from breaches to
other firms caused by the vulnerabilities to its own
computer systems, complete reliance on market
mechanisms to overcome the externalities problem
breaks down (i.e., using the terminology of
economics, there are market failures). In fact, it is well
known that in the absence of government incentives
and or regulations (hereafter incentives/regulations)
firms will under invest in cyber security activities
relative to the quantity that maximizes social welfare.
Thus, governments have an interest in providing
incentives/regulations to firms to invest in cyber
security activities at a level that takes into account not
only the private losses incurred by firms from
breaches of cyber security, but also the costs of
externalities resulting from such beaches.
A prelude to developing incentives/regulations that
take into consideration the costs of externalities, as
well as the private costs, is an understanding of the
relationship between the magnitude of externalities
and the magnitude of cyber security underinvestment.
B.

The Gordon-Loeb Model

Gordon-Loeb (GL) presents a single period
economic model to examine the problem of a risk-
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neutral firm selecting the optimal level of expenditures
on cyber security activities. The GL Model examines
how the firm’s optimal level of cyber security
expenditures, denoted by 𝑧 𝑠𝑐 , varies with two
parameters [5, 30-32].The first one denoted by v is the
probability that a cyber security attack will be
successful in the absence of any cyber security
expenditures, and the second one denoted by 𝐿𝑝 , the
expected loss to the firm if the attack is successful.
The model is briefly summarized below:
Let 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑣) denote the firm’s security breach
function, defined as the probability that an information
security breach occurs and where z is the firm’s
monetary investments in cyber security and 𝑣(0 ≤ 𝑣 ≤
1) represents the firm’s underlying vulnerability to
security breaches. GL postulate that the security
breach function is twice continuously differentiable
and meets the following five regularity conditions:
i.
∀ z ≥ 0 , S (z,0) = 0 ; i.e. if the firm’s
information is perfectly invulnerable, then it will remain
so for all levels of cyber security investments
ii.
∀ v∈ (0,1) , S (0,v) = v ; i.e. if there is no
investment in cyber security, the probability of a
successful breach will be the underlying vulnerability
𝜕𝑆(𝑧,𝑣)
iii.
∀ v∈ (0,1) and ∀ z ≥ 0 and
< 0 ; i.e.
𝜕𝑧
increases in cyber security investment will decrease
the probability of a successful breach
𝜕2 𝑆(𝑧,𝑣)

iv.
∀v∈ (0,1) and ∀z ≥ 0 ,
> 0 and; i.e. the
𝜕𝑧 2
security breach function is strictly convex in z , i.e.,
there are diminishing returns to cyber security
investment
v.
∀v∈ (0,1) ,𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑧→∞ 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑣) = 0. i.e. by investing
sufficiently in cyber security the probability of a
successful breach can be made arbitrarily close to
zero.
When making the security investment decision, the
firm would choose an investment level 𝑧 𝑆𝐶 so that the
total expected net benefits from the investment is
maximized:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑧 {𝑣 − 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑣)}𝐿𝑝 − 𝑧

(1)

And should satisfy the condition
−𝑆𝑧 (𝑧 𝑠𝑐 , 𝑣)𝐿𝑝 = 1

(2)

For security breach functions meeting the above
five regularity conditions, GL provide some general
results concerning the relation between the optimal
level of cyber security investment,𝑧 𝑠𝑐 , and the prior
level of vulnerability, v. The principal result
demonstrated by GL, however, is that for a riskneutral firm, the optimal investment in information
security is generally a small fraction of the expected
loss of a breach. Specifically, GL show that for the two
broad classes of security breach functions satisfying
the regularity conditions given below
𝑣
(3)
𝑆0 (𝑧, 𝑣) =
; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝛼 > 0 ∧ 𝛽 ≥ 1
(𝛼𝑧 + 1)𝛽

And
𝑆1 (𝑧, 𝑣) = 𝑣 𝛼𝑧+1 ; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝛼 > 0

(4)

C. Modifying the GL Model to Include Externalities
Let 𝐿𝐸 denote the externality costs of an
information security breach, defined as the total loss
to consumers and other firms, not captured within the
private loss𝐿𝑃 , from a breach of information security.
Let 𝐿𝑆𝐶 represent the total social costs of an
information security breach defined as the sum of the
firm’s private loss plus the externality costs
i.e., 𝐿𝑆𝐶 = 𝐿𝑃 + 𝐿𝐸

(5)

The GL Model can then be easily extended to
incorporate the externalities. The social optimal level
of investment for the firm, denoted 𝑧 𝑆𝐶 , is the level
that maximizes expected benefits net of both the
private loss and externality costs:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑧 {𝑣 − 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑣)}𝐿𝑆𝐶 − 𝑧

(6)

And 𝑍 𝑆𝐶 should satisfy the condition
−𝑆𝑧 (𝑧 𝑆𝐶 , 𝑣)𝐿𝑆𝐶 = 1

(7)

By comparing (6) and (2), and assuming 𝐿𝐸 > 0
and that increasing information security investment
decreases the probability of an information security
breach, but at a decreasing rate i.e., regularity
assumptions 3 and 4), one can see that 𝑧 𝑆𝐶 > 𝑧 𝑆𝐶 .
That is, the socially optimal amount for the firm to
invest in information security is greater than the firm’s
optimal amount. This is merely a formal demonstration
that firms, without additional incentives, will under
invest in information security. In order to examine the
possible magnitude of a firm’s under investment in
information security relative to the amount that
maximizes social welfare, the security breach function
of the class I type specified is first examined. Then,
the firm’s optimal investment in information security is
given by:
𝑧 𝑆𝐶 (𝑣) =

[(𝑣𝛼𝛽𝐿𝑃 )1⁄𝛽+1 − 1]
𝛼

VI.
SOME
RECENT
BREACHES IN THE US

CYBER

(8)
SECURITY

Alexis Kleinman in 2014 reported that about five
(5) million Gmail usernames and passwords were
compromised. About 100,000 were released on a
Russian forum site. Apple iCloud technology reported
that Hackers used passwords, hacked with brute-force
tactics and third-party applications to access Apple
user’s online data storage, leading to the subsequent
posting of celebrities’ private photos online[33]. It is
uncertain whether users or Apple were at fault for the
attack.
The U.S. Transportation Command contractors,
according to a Senate report revealed that networks of
the U.S. Transportation Command’s contractors were
successfully breached 50 times between June 2012
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and May 2013[34-36]. At least 20 of the breaches
were attributed to attacks originating from China.
VII.

POLICIES FOR SECURING INFORMATION

As cyber-attacks on retail, technology, and
industrial companies increase so does the importance
of cyber security. From brute-force attacks on
networks to malware compromising credit card
information to disgruntled employees sabotaging their
companies’ networks from the inside, companies and
their customers need to secure their data. To improve
the private sector’s ability to defend itself, the
following policies should put in place[37]:
A. Create A Safe Legal Environment For Sharing
Information
As the world experiences technological growth,
private companies are in most ways at the forefront of
cyber security. Much like government agencies,
companies must share information that concerns
cyber threats and attack among themselves and with
appropriate private-public organizations. It is important
to create a safe environment in which companies can
voluntarily share information without fear of legal or
regulatory backlash [19].
B.

Work With International Partners

In relation to the Back-off malware attacks, they
can affect hundreds if not thousands of individual
networks. These infected networks can then infect
companies outside a country and foreign companies,
there is therefore the need for governments and other
international organizations to work together to
increase overall cyber security and to enable initiate
actions against individual cyber criminals and known
state-sponsored cyber aggressors[38].
C.

Encourage Cyber Insurance

Successful cyber-attacks are inevitable because
no security is perfect. With the number of breaches
growing daily, a cyber security insurance market is
developing to mitigate the cost of breaches. Privatepublic organizations should encourage the proper
allocation of liability and the establishment of a cyber
insurance system to mitigate faulty cyber practices
and human error.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The recent increases in the rate and the severity of
cyber-attacks on companies all over the world indicate
a clear threat to businesses and customers. As
businesses come to terms with the increasing threat of
hackers, instituting the right policies is critical to
harnessing the power of the private sector. In a cyber
environment with ever-changing risks and threats, the
government needs to do more to support the private
sector in establishing sound cybersecurity while not
creating regulations that hinder businesses more than
help them. Extending and applying the GL Model for
deriving the optimal level of investment in cyber
security activities is critical. This extension focuses on
examining the impact of considering the costs

associated with the externalities of cyber security
breaches in addition to private costs. As a critical
infrastructure, smart grid requires comprehensive
solutions for cyber security. Comprehensive
communication architecture with an inbuilt security is
needed from the very beginning to ensure a secured
information system. A smart grid communication
security solution requires a holistic approach including
traditional schemes such, trusted computing elements,
authentication mechanisms based on industry
standards. Clearly, securing the smart grid
communication infrastructure will require the use of
standards-based state-of-the-art security protocols.
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